Mother's Day 12 August
Long Live His Majesty the King
May it please your Majesty
We, Asia Compact Industry Co., Ltd. and
Compact International (1994) Co., Ltd.
Executives and staffs

vol. 49 July - August 2020

Compact Brake sponsored car racer in

Idemitsu Super Turbo 2020

Recently, Miss Minlada Asavakulburanon, Head of activity and branding of Compact International
(1994) Co., Ltd. “Compact” brake pad manufacturer and distributer sponsored Mr. Somkiet Choojon
from Sansuk Kanyang in car race program “Idemitsu Super Turbo 2020” in Pickup Turbo. In this
year he set to race in 6 race tracks which are race no. 1-2-3 from 18 - 19 July 2020 and race no.
4-5-6 from 29 - 30 August 2020 at Chang International Circuit, Buriram.

What kind of driver are you?
And what kind of brake pads is right for you?
Brake pads are considered as auto parts made from friction material that makes your wheels stop as
you wish. It is another important factor for the brake system which is the most important safety system
of the car.
What is your driving habit? And how you should choose the brake pads that are most suitable for your
driving, today we will find out!!
What kind of brake pad are you using?
Before buying brake pads, you should consider the performance of the original brake pads before you
replace them this is because the use of the original brake pads can affect the usability and feel of the
new brake pads.
However, choosing the right brake pads for driving, first of all, you need to know what kind of driver are
you, what is the daily route, how you use your brake pedal? Asking questions like this because choosing
the right piece of brake pads is not just about the best performance in one brake pad but nowadays,
technology and materials used in the manufacture of brake pads can bring us closer to the performance
we need. So we will guide you through your driving behavior so that you can choose the brake pads that
meet your needs.
1. Normal drive, city ride
If you have to drive daily to and from work and home, go to the mall or in a short distance in the city
by driving, often at a speed less than or about 80 km / h which most of the time you are in traffic jam
and can't go in hight speed. This kind of driving causes the brake pedal to be pressed frequently. Things
to keep in mind are low-temperature braking, non-noise braking, low generation of black dust. We have
also made some performance considerations for you to consider.
• Friction Coefficient (Mu): This can be slightly considered or ignored because the brakes in this scenario
are not applied at consistently high temperatures. Therefore not as important as in other scenario.
• Anti-Fade: This can be considered or ignored because the brakes in this scenario are not in high
temperature.
• Anti-Noise: Very important to keep you driving in silent.
• Anti-Dust: Very important to keep your wheel appearance without dirty dust on wheel.
• Rotor care: Very important to keep your rotor long-lasting and in good condition.
• Durability: This can be considered or ignored because as in this scenario your vehicle in not loaded
or transport heavy or bulky item.
• Life time: This can be considered or ignored because as in this scenario the driving speed is not very
high and the vehicle is not loaded so the brake pad should has life cycle long enough because it will
take years to replace new pad.
Compact Brake have invented a product that can meet the needs of this type of driving especially for
you, the Primo Brake Pad from Compact Brake which designed for the consumer groups who care about
safety with excellent braking response and retains its driving aesthetics and features in reducing noise
while braking and black dust on the wheels.
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2. High speed racer
If you are a speed enthusiast or have a high-performance car. Most speed
enthusiasts want a powerful brake, custom brake as wish so things to keep
in mind are high-temperature brake therefore, the friction coefficient must
be relatively high to be suitable for driving. Some of them may consider the
sound as well which can be determined from the material being produced.
Therefore, the performance that should be considered are as follows:
• Friction Coefficient (Mu): Very important because your scenario often has speed involved. The friction
coefficient must be stable and high enough to make your braking the safest.
• Anti- Fade: Very important as in this scenario, you are facing with high temperature frequently. If the
brake is fade or can’t brake situation occur, it’s not something you desired therefore, the fading is the
factor to take into consideration.
• Anti- Noise: Take this factor into consideration in low to medium level to keep your driving in acceptable
noise level as high friction coefficient always causes braking noise.
• Anti- Dust: Take this factor into consideration in low to medium level to keep your wheel in good
condition without dirty dust.
• Rotor care: Very important to keep your rotor long-lasting.
• Durability: Take this factor into consideration in medium level as in this scenario you are facing with
high temperature therefore, durability should be considered.
• Life time: Take this factor into consideration in medium level as in this scenario you are facing with
high temperature therefore you need long-lasting brake pad.
Compact Brake have invented a product that can meet the needs of this type of driving especially for
you, the Nano Max Brake Pad from Compact Brake which will give you confidence every time you press
the brake pedal in 2 formulas Blue coating for Passenger car, MPV and SUV and Orange coating for
Pick-up truck, PPV and Personal van.
3. Racer on race track
Racing so there's nothing to hold back. People who drive like this are known as real speed lovers, the
fastest even more exciting. Therefore, proper brake pad performance should be able to withstand extreme
heat. The heat resistance value should be higher than 500 degrees Celsius. The coefficient of friction
must be high or depending on the driver who chooses to meet their driving preferences. Fast and super
performance comes with black dust and noise. Therefore, the performance that should be considered
is as follows:
• Friction Coefficient (Mu): This depends on individual as in each race; the driver must know pressure
to apply brake pedal and their braking distance. Recommend to choose brake pad with friction
coefficient according to each driver driving style.
• Anti- Fade: Very important as in this scenario, you are racing and facing with high temperature. If the
brake is fade or can’t brake situation occur, it’s not something you desired therefore, the fading is the
factor to take into consideration.
• Anti- Noise: This can be considered or ignored to keep your driving in acceptable noise level as high
friction coefficient always causes braking noise.
• Anti- Dust: This can be considered or ignored to keep your wheel appearance without dirty dust on
wheel.
• Rotor care: This can be considered or ignored to keep your rotor long-lasting.
• Durability: Very important as in this scenario you are facing with high temperature therefore, durability
should be considered.
• Life time: This can be considered or ignored as in this scenario you are facing with high temperature
therefore you need long-lasting brake pad.
This kind of driving is not recommended for use on general roads. It is recommended in the racetrack
for the safety of you and those around you.
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4. Heavy load in any distance

If you with a vehicle for heavy-duty use, whether it is for vegetables, fruit, or
seafood for short or long distance, the load usually comes with a higher
payload from 3 to 6 tons than conventional vehicles. Even a car that has been
modified to accommodate the load with leaf springs, floating shaft replacement
or even modify the engine, with this heavy load, it will result in an increased
braking load of the vehicle causing more braking heat than usual. Even if
transporting goods on the most brutal route, such as down the hill in the north,
brake pads will be use up even more. Choosing a brake pad therefore, it is
important to consider a production formula that has been formulated for heavy loads and can withstand high
temperatures. Therefore, the performance that should be considered is as follows:
• Friction Coefficient (Mu): Very important as in this scenario required heavy load and the load effects
the brake system and high heat accumulation therefore, friction coefficient is the most important to
be considered.
• Anti- Fade: Very important as in this scenario, a heavy load causes high temperature. If the brake is
fade or can’t brake situation occur, it’s not something you desired therefore, the fading is the factor
to take into consideration.
• Anti- Noise: This can be considered or ignored to keep your driving in acceptable noise level as high
friction coefficient always causes braking noise.
• Anti- Dust: This can be considered or ignored to keep your wheel appearance without dirty dust on
wheel.
• Rotor care: Take this factor into consideration in low level as carrying heavy load required high friction
coefficient and this could cause a wear on rotor. If you want to avoid this, you should consider this
factor to keep your brake pad long-lasting.
• Durability: Very important as carrying load will accumulate heat so durability should be taken into
account.
• Life time: Very important as carrying load will accumulate heat, brake pad should be long-lasting.
Moreover, brake pad replacement is costly so life time should be taken into account.
Compact brakes have invented a product that can meet the needs for this driving style, Duramax Compact
Brake that was developed and designed for heavy truck. With premium steel manufacturing formula, it
has higher braking performance, short braking distances and reduced braking wear. There are also 3
layers of sound-absorbing shims to make you drive happily and enjoy your transport.
5. Passenger bus Van / Taxi
If you're a commercial driver, whether it's a taxi or a van, your driving always requires commandable
braking, even in traffic or in a hurry, the brake will stop. And also requires long service life, not change
frequently and the price is not too high. Brake pad performance may be similar to general driving,
therefore, the performance that should be considered are as follows:
• Friction Coefficient (Mu): Take this factor into consideration in medium level as in this scenario carrying
passenger, the carrying load will be additional on the brake system and generate heat accumulation
so friction coefficient is to be considered.
• Anti- Fade: This factor should be in consideration in medium level as in this scenario with passenger,
the driving will accumulate the heat in braking system. If the brake is fade or can’t brake situation occur,
it’s not something you desired therefore, the fading is the factor to take into consideration.
• Anti- Noise: Take this factor into consideration in medium to high level to keep your driving in acceptable
noise level as high friction coefficient always causes braking noise
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• Anti- Dust: Take this factor into consideration in low level as the material might cause black dust but
this dust might be acceptable.
• Rotor care: Take this factor into consideration in medium level as carrying load required high friction
coefficient and this could cause a wear on rotor. If you want to avoid this, you should consider this
factor to keep your brake pad long-lasting.
• Durability: Take this factor into consideration in medium to high level as in this scenario will accumulate
heat so durability should be taken into account.
• Life time: Very important as in this scenario will accumulate heat, brake pad should be long-lasting.
Moreover, brake pad replacement is costly so life time should be taken into account.
Compact brakes have invented and designed a product specifically for bus driver in Thailand, Nano
Commuter from Compact Brake which specially selected materials that are extremely durable. Designed
to suit heavy use and speed driving for a long service life with high safety with the development of actual
driving data across Thailand collected by compact vehicle data acquisition system.

6. Off Road
If you are a nature lover, like to drive on natural trail without a smooth
road, go everywhere even on streams and most often go to creek. Therefore,
the car will take more load than normal driving. Especially in an area that
has to go into the water. Choosing brake pads should be brake pads that
can withstand all conditions, whether it is in mud or going into the water,
the brake pads must work well.
• Friction Coefficient (Mu): This depends on individual as in each race; the driver must know pressure
to apply brake pedal and their braking distance. Recommend to choose brake pad with friction coefficient
according to each driver driving style.
• Anti- Fade: Very important as in this scenario, driving up and down the hill, you are facing with high
temperature. If the brake is fade or can’t brake situation occur, it’s not something you desired therefore,
the fading is the factor to take into consideration.
• Anti- Noise: This can be considered or ignored but in fact, your car might be modifying to Off-road
and the car’s engine might be louder than the brake noise.
• Anti- Dust: This can be considered or ignored as this kind of driving will lead your car to muddy place
and brake pad dust might not be the issue.
• Rotor care: This can be considered or ignored to keep your brake pad long-lasting.
• Durability: Very important as this scenario will accumulate heat so durability should be taken into
account.
• Life time: This can be considered or ignored because as in this scenario is not very extreme so the
brake pad should has life cycle long enough.
Finally, your driving behavior will directly affect your choice of brake pads. Therefore, you should choose
the brake pads that are most suitable for you by selecting the brake pads according to the performance
we recommend and high rating.
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Driving behavior

Performance to consider
1. Friction Coefficient (Mu)

Normal drive

High speed

Racing

Heavy load

Passenger

Off-road

No

Very important

Depends on individual

Very important

Medium

Depends on individual

2. Anti-Fade

No

Very important

Very important

Very important

Medium

High

3. Anti-Noise

Very important

Low to medium

No

No

Medium to high

No

4. Anti-Dust

Very important

Low to medium

No

No

Low

No

5. Rotor Care

Very important

Very important

No

Low

Medium

No

6. Durability

No

Medium

Very important

Very important

Medium to high

High

7. Life time

No

Medium

No

Very important

High

No

Your budget
As we mentioned earlier in the material section, you can see that each type of brake pad material has
different prices. This is due to the cost of each type of material. You will also need to consider the budget
you have and choose the brake pads that best suit your behavior as we have introduced earlier.

Because we are Compact Brake, brake specialists, we always create every product with care and
understanding of real user experience for the safety of you and your family.
Get updates from us here https://www.facebook.com/CompactBrake
Buy brake pad with expert recommendation here https://www.compact-brake.com

เบรกอึด ถึกงานลุย ทนความร้อนสูง
เบรกสั้นไม่กินจาน ใช้งานได้นานกว่าเดิม

มีซิม
นวัตกรรมเนื้อผาเบรก
เเข็งเเรง ทนทาน ทุกการเบรก

Y GROOVE
เทคโนโลยี
ผารองเนื้อผาเบรกรูปตัว Y

เพื่อชวยในการระบายฝุน, น้ำและความรอน

คอมแพ็คดูราแม็กซเปนผาดิสกเบรกที่ออกแบบ และ
พัฒนาสำหรับผูใชรถกระบะบรรทุกหนักในประเทศไทยโดยเฉพาะ
และใชสูตรการผลิต Premium Steel ทำใหมีประสิทธิภาพการ
เบรกที่สูงทำใหมีระยะการเบรกที่สั้นและมีเทคโนโลยีของแผน
ชิมซับเสียง 3 ชั้น จากประเทศสวีเดน เมื่อใชงานไประยะหนึ่ง
จานเบรกยังเรียบเนียนไมกินจานเบรกเปนริ้วเปนรอยและมีอายุ
การใชงานที่ทนทานนานกวาเดิม

จุดเดนของคอมแพ็คดูราแม็กซ The Features and Benefits are
1. Premium Steel Formulation for high stopping
performance
นวัตกรรมเนื้อผาเบรก แข็งแรง ทนทานประสิทธิภาพการเบรกสูง
2. Thermal Scorched
ปรับผิวหนาผาเบรกเพื่อใหพรอมใชงานตั้งแตครั้งแรกที่ใชผาน
กระบวนการปรับสภาพผิวหนาผาดิสกเบรก 100% ดวยกระบวน
การ Thermal Scorched สงผลใหหนาผาดิสกเบรกพรอม
ใชงานและมีประสิทธิภาพสูงตั้งแตติดตั้งใชงานครั้งแรกและคง
ความสม่ำเสมอในทุกชวงของการใชงาน

เทคโนโลยีเตรียมผิวผาเบรกดวยความรอน

ชัขณะเบรก
้น เพื่อชวยซับเสียง

แผนเหล็กคุณภาพสูง

เทคโนโลยีเตรียมผิวผาเบรกดวยความรอน
3. Excellent rotor care

– ปกปองจานเบรกของคุณหลังจากการใชงานผานการทดสอบที่
กำหนดรูปแบบการจำลองการขับขี่ของกระบะบรรทุกหนักโดยเฉพาะ
เพื่อเปรียบเทียบอัตราการสึกหรอ,ความเรียบของจานดิสกเบรกและ
การถายเทฟลม จากผาเบรกเคลือบไปยังผิวหนาจานดิสกเบรกไดอยาง
มีประสิทธิภาพทำใหจานดิสกเบรกมีความเรียบที่ดีหลังจากการใชงาน
หนัก
4. Y Groove Technology –ผารองรูปตัว Y เพื่อใหการระบายมี
ประสิทธิภาพสูง
4.1 Improving Dust Circulation –เพื่อเพิ่มการระบายฝุน
4.2 Dispersing the Water While Driving on Wet Condition
–เพื่อเพิ่มการระบายน้ำ ในกรณีที่ลุยผานน้ำหรือฝนตก
4.3 Decreasing Brake Pads Temperature
–เพื่อเพิ่มการระบายความรอนที่อุณหภูมิสูง ทำใหผาเบรกระบาย
ความรอนไดรวดเร็ว

5. Backing Plate
แผนเหล็กคุณภาพสูง
6. Multilayer Anti-Squeal Shim Technology

– ผาดิสกเบรกดูราแม็กซทุกรุนมีการติดตั้งประกอบแผนชิมซับเสียง
3 ชัน้ ทีอ่ อกแบบพิเศษดวยวัสดุเฉพาะทีม่ คี วามทนทานและความยืดหยุน
ทีอ่ ณ
ุ หภูมสิ งู เพื่อปองกันการเกิดเสียงและการสัน่ สะเทือนจากการเบรก
โดยเปนเทคโนโลยีที่นำเขามาจากประเทศสวีเดน

7. Recommended for heavy duty usage
- เหมาะสำหรับรถกระบะบรรทุกหนัก
8. 100% Copper-Free

- 100% สูตรการผลิตที่ไมมีสวนผสมของทองแดง

PJ-410M

STOCK
OCK NO.
PJ-410M

MODEL
T/A COASTER 4.0 ปี 2019 - ON

FRONT-REAR
(F/R)
F

PJ-772MC

STOCK NO.
PJ-772MC

MODEL

FRONT-REAR
(F/R)

ISUZU D-MAX 1.9, 3.0 HI-LANDER ปี 2019 - ON

F

PJ-773MC
STOCK NO.
PJ-773MC

MODEL
ISUZU D-MAX 1.9, 3.0 SPARK, CAB4, V-CROSS,
CAB CHASSIS ปี 2020-On

FRONT-REAR
(F/R)

F

PJ-839MC

STOCK NO.
PJ-839MC

MODEL
T/A COROLLA ALTIS 1.6 G, 1.8 GR SPORT ปี 2019 – ON
T/A COROLLA ALTIS HYBRID ปี 2019 – ON
T/A COROLLA ALTIS LIMO ปี 2019 - ON

FRONT-REAR
(F/R)

F

PJ-840C

STOCK
CK NO.
PJ-840C

MODEL
T/A COROLLA ALTIS 1.8 GR SPORT ปี 2019 - ON
T/A COROLLA ALTIS HYBRID ปี 2019 - ON

FRONT-REAR
FRONT-REA
(F/R)

R

PJ-842MC

STOCK
OCK NO.
PJ-842MC

MODEL
T/A COROLLA ALTIS 1.6 G ปี 2019 - ON
T/A COROLLA ALTIS LIMO ปี 2019 - ON

FRONT-REAR
FRONT-RE
(F/R)

R

PM-1386MC

STOCK NO.
PM-1386MC

MODEL
SUZUKI ERTIGA 1.5 GL, GX ปี 2019 - ON

FRONT-REAR
(F/R)

F

PJ-2045M
STOCK NO.
PJ-2045M

MODEL
SUBARU FORESTER 2.0I-L MY19 ปีี 2019
SUBARU FORESTER 2.0i-S MY19 ปี 2019
SUBARU FORESTER 2.0i-S ES MY19 ปี 2019

FRONT-REAR
(F/R)

F
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